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Compiled by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret, Journalist, Author: “Twenty Two 

Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two multiple personalities.” 

Global Currency Reset, Blackout and Shutdown Imminent 

…Q+Trump, Great Awakening World 

“95% of world terrorist attacks are made by the CIA, which does not work on behalf of the 

American people, or act in their interests. The CIA is a rogue element of the Deep State and 

an expression of the will of the world oligarchy and their vision for a New World Order.” 

…Putin 

 

“Timeless Tales” 

“Facing Wondrous Opportunities Tied to Difficult Adversities” 

February 6, 2022- #4821 Music & the Spoken Word (thetabernaclechoir.org) 

Judy Note: 

Global Currency Reset: 

 Mon. 21 March MarkZ: “My bond folks are convinced we will see full funding in the 

next 48 hours starting this morning. I only have two bond people still talking….the rest 

have gone dead silent on me. I think we will have seen full blown bond payouts before 

the 26
th

. 

 Redemption Center folks were working on Mon. 21 March.  

 Tier 4B (us, the Internet Group) notification to set Zim Bond redemption and foreign 

currency exchange appointments would likely be Mon.-Tues. 21-22 March according to 

Bruce. 

A. Global Currency Reset Recent History:  

 On Sat. 12 March banks worldwide were switched from the old Cabal-owned SWIFT 

Global Financial System to the new Quantum Financial System. 

 On Tues. 15 March Delta Force seized the Emergency Broadcast System from the 

corrupt CIA at their Virginia complex. Delta Force Seizes Deep State Stronghold - Real 

Raw News 

 By Wed. morning 16 March the US Petro Dollar was no more. 

 We should have 10 days to set out appointments and 30 days to exchange.   

https://www.thetabernaclechoir.org/videos/february-06-2022-4821-music-and-the-spoken-word.html
https://realrawnews.com/2022/03/delta-force-seizes-deep-state-stronghold/
https://realrawnews.com/2022/03/delta-force-seizes-deep-state-stronghold/


 The Redemption Center people were trained to redeem and exchange the currencies we 

had with previously agreed upon Contract Rates, while Banks would have lower Street 

Rates 

 100+ nations have global agreements now being deployed called „Project Sandman‟ to 

drop and end dominance of U.S. dollar and petrodollar.  

 “Project Sandman” describes a 100+ nation agreement that, when triggered, will see 

those nations simultaneously dump the dollar and abandon the “petrodollar” status that 

has allowed the USA to enjoy 50 years of fiat currency counterfeiting and material 

abundance at the expense of everyone else. When this decision is triggered, the dollar and 

all dollar-denominated assets will plunge to near-ZERO literally overnight. 

https://miamistandard.news/2022/03/17/100-nations-have-global-agreement-now-being-

deployed-called-project-sandman-to-drop-and-end-dominance-of-u-s-dollar-and-

petrodollar/  

 Bruce, Holly and MarkZ all reported that Bond Holders were gradually being paid out 

this last week with full access to their monies. 

 MarkZ: “I have lost over half of my bond folks…..gone…like they have fallen off the 

face of the earth. No communication at all…..it could be an NDA. They expect ALL 

bonds to be paid by next Thursday. They need a certain percentage of bonds completed 

before we go.” 

 Fleming: “Now that Russia and China have declared they are gold-backed-asset-

backed, with solid, verified assets as required by the International Monetary Fund, all 

countries will follow, beginning with the US.” 

 Wed. 16 March Nicholas Reese: “Just left my Bank of America and my teller that has 

known me for yrs said Mrs. Forehand we wanted you to know we will be changing our 

hrs and format starting April 1st! I said oh so it is the Quantum Financial System and 

you all are changing to Financial Advisors with Nesara & Gesara and she looked a little 

surprised and said YES Ma'am exactly!” 

 As of Fri. 18 March at 6pm EST the fiat US Dollar was no longer being used in 

International Trade. 

 Ed of Ocala: At the close of trade on Fri. 18 March, fiat and other currencies stopped 

being traded. All credit cards and terms will not function under the QFS system. These 

debts must be zeroed out. IRS is dead as we know it. This is a tax free event. It is a 

private treaty that was signed back in 2015 by 209 countries and is not part of public 

records. There will be a CPA or government official at all RC centers who will tell you or 

put in writing that this is a tax free event. 

B. Status of the Restored Republic by General Christopher Miller, Secretary of Military 

and Head of the Provisional Military Government of the United States to Bulgaria 

colleagues: 

https://miamistandard.news/2022/03/17/100-nations-have-global-agreement-now-being-deployed-called-project-sandman-to-drop-and-end-dominance-of-u-s-dollar-and-petrodollar/
https://miamistandard.news/2022/03/17/100-nations-have-global-agreement-now-being-deployed-called-project-sandman-to-drop-and-end-dominance-of-u-s-dollar-and-petrodollar/
https://miamistandard.news/2022/03/17/100-nations-have-global-agreement-now-being-deployed-called-project-sandman-to-drop-and-end-dominance-of-u-s-dollar-and-petrodollar/


 I understand from your comments that there has been a great fever and commotion in 

Bulgaria regarding the visit of the US Secretary of Military. , concerns that this man will 

force Bulgaria into war with Russia.  

 I bet many of you still believe the Media that the United States has a new government 

headed by the deceased 3 years ago Joe Biden.  

 US elections on November 3, 2020 were won by President Donald Trump in all 50 

states. The Deep State tried to fake them and the Media reported that Joe B. he has won 

them over. BUT! The official ballot was electronic watermarked, which the counterfeiters 

were unaware of. So every vote cast for President Trump was recorded on a quantum 

server and the fate of each ballot is known.  

 The Military Alliance, which stands behind President Trump, decided to show people 

how deeply corrupt all government institutions are, and since then, we've been watching a 

movie that really aims to open our eyes and wake us up so this never happens again.  

 On January 20, 2021 at 12:00 noon the United States was taken over by a military 

government led by Secretary of Military General Christopher Miller and Commander-in-

Chief, the lawfully elected President Donald Trump.  

 Until the November 2020 elections, General Cr. Miller was Director of the National 

Counter-Terrorism Service, a student of General Michael Flynn.  

 The role of the fake Joe Biden is played by three actors. His entire "crew" is a cast 

selected by President Trump's team. All his ministers are actors whose actions have no 

legal value including this fake military minister who visits Bulgaria and causes such a 

fuss - Lloyd Austin.  

 All these actors are talking and doing as President Trump and the White Hat Military are 

telling them to do. This whole show is about waking people up and doing a lot of work 

behind the scenes.  

 The White House and Capitol and all federal buildings in Washington have been empty 

and closed as of January 20, 2021.  

 These people have never set foot there, nor have they any access to the Pentagon! They 

are ACTORS ! Hold on to that!  

 President Vladimir Putin is currently shattering the last remnants of the New World 

Order. They are allies and collaborators with President Trump.  

 Supreme Commander-in-Chief of the US Army is President Trump! He would never 

send U.S. troops against any nation on the planet! So there is no reason to fear American 

soldiers.  

 Here in Greece, people are looking forward to them for the second year as liberators 

from the junta. There will be no world war!  

 Russia and the United States have been allies in all wars so far. It's all just propaganda 

from the last remnants of globalism.  

 The new global Alliance of White Hats controls the situation of the entire planet. Soon 

it will all be over! In a few days time! Everything is under control!  



 Bulgarian political leaders are controlled by Soros, but they don't know he is gone and 

are following orders from the World Economic Forum in Davos via Brussels 

headquarters.  

 This movie is going to end. The man who will appear in Bulgaria as a Military Minister 

is not such a man, but an actor from the People's Awakening Team. His actions have no 

legal value. Probably the rulers in Bulgaria themselves do not know this.  

 We are witnessing the most incredible movie in the history of mankind with Biblical 

script. What is coming is so wonderful that our suffering mind can hardly contain it! At 

any moment the movie will end and everything will fall into place.  

 We have another clean up - Taiwan. There, the work will be done by Chinese President 

Xi Jinping, and this operation will begin at any moment. 

C. The Real News for Mon. 21 March 2022: 

 Every US Note has a digital Gold Certificate that is identified by a serial number on a 

specific Kilo of gold. The gold is stored in ascending serial numbers with GPS tracking to 

every US Note so it can‟t be laundered. 

 As with Ukraine, Taiwan is a hub of human trafficking, mainly of children – 

considered a high money making commodity due to their ability to be used in sex 

trafficking, organ harvesting and Adrenochrome production. 

 The human trafficking rings were run by way of a complex series of Underground 

Tunnels that connected across the globe from Taiwan, Phillipines, Indonesia, Australia, 

Ukraine, China, Germany, Pakistan, Iran, to California, Five Fingers Lakes and 

Washington DC. 

 2020 Election official Watermarked Ballots tabulated by the Military confirmed that 

Trump had won all fifty states by an over 80% margin. 

 On 20 Jan. 2021 at 12 Noon, Secretary of the US Military General Christopher 

Miller took over control of the US government in a state of Martial Law. He answered to 

Trump, not Biden. 

 The role of Joe Biden as US President has been played by three actors, two of whom 

were Jim Cary and James Woods – and all of whom were controlled by the White Hats. 

 Washington DC and government buildings including the US Capitol and White House 

have been empty since Biden‟s so-called “inauguration” on 20 Jan. 2021. 

 The White Hats who were fighting Globalism and the New World Order were 

headed by Q (JFK Jr.), President and Melania Trump (Q+), China‟s Xi Jinping (who, 

with help of the White Hats, was ousting the Chinese Communist Party), Russia‟s Putin 

(who, with the help of the White Hats was ousting the Russian Communist Party), Ben 

Salman of Saudia Arabia, Modi of India, Jong of North Korea, Bolsonaro of Brazil and 

Orban of Hungary. 



 September 23, 2020 American Bio-Weapon Labs in Ukraine: deadly viruses and 

danger to the population. "America has allocated more than $2 billion to finance secret 

biological laboratories in Ukraine. And only Americans have the exclusive right of access 

to the experiments conducted there. The Ukrainian authorities persistently hide even the 

existence of these laboratories, and people are panicking because of an outbreak of 

unknown diseases. So how well are these objects protected from the leakage of dangerous 

viruses?" https://c-vine.com/blog/81101/ 

 Biolabs in Ukraine and common links between Metabiota and EcoHealth (the 

company, including through which the US funded experiments with Corona viruses in 

Chinese laboratories): "Ironically, our government used Ukraine to divert attention from 

the atrocities committed at home in connection with the creation of Covid-19 and the 

response to it. However, it seems that attention to Ukraine may well return attention to 

the origins of the last catalyzing global event, which they are trying to erase from our 

memory by all means." 

 NASA Insider "We Lied About Everything" - The International Space Program 

Exposed: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TOEpzmVFdzI 

 Books reveal how to supply fresh clean water to your family: https://cutt.ly/ySEYpsj 

D. International Child Sex Trafficking: 

 Pervywood Documentary Full Season Ep. 1 to 9 - Satanic Hollywood Illuminati: 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/CsWX9k 

 CIA Mi6 Project Monarch Mind Control Child Trafficking and Hollywood: 

https://bestnewshere.com/cia-mi6-project-monarch-mind-control-child-trafficking-and-

hollywood/ 

E. Protests and US People’s Convoy for Freedom: 

 The People's Convoy Passes Out Copies of RFK Jr.'s 'The Real Anthony Fauci' as 

they pass by the National Mall today. 

F. Global Economic Crisis: 

 Canadian Real Estate Prices Expected to drop 24%, can crash at 40%: 

https://betterdwelling.com/canadian-real-estate-prices-expected-to-drop-24-can-crash-40-

oxford-economics/amp/ 

 Saudi Arabia is moving closer to accepting the Chinese Yuan as payment for oil 

supplies to China.  This is another and very significant price to pay for the Biden 

administration's mishandling of a strategically important ally. 

 Boeing Shares plunge after plane crash in China and announcement by airline company 

that it will stop all its 737-800 flights. 

https://c-vine.com/blog/81101/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TOEpzmVFdzI
https://cutt.ly/ySEYpsj
https://www.bitchute.com/video/CsWX9k
https://bestnewshere.com/cia-mi6-project-monarch-mind-control-child-trafficking-and-hollywood/
https://bestnewshere.com/cia-mi6-project-monarch-mind-control-child-trafficking-and-hollywood/
https://betterdwelling.com/canadian-real-estate-prices-expected-to-drop-24-can-crash-40-oxford-economics/amp/
https://betterdwelling.com/canadian-real-estate-prices-expected-to-drop-24-can-crash-40-oxford-economics/amp/


 Egyptian pound drops 11% after Ukraine war prompts dollar flight: 

http://www.reuters.com/article/egypt-currency-

idUSKCN2LI0KW?utm_source=34553&utm_medium=partner 

G. Global Food, Fuel and Goods Crisis: 

 Australia: Melbourne truck drivers threaten to stop work due to fuel costs: 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10633551/Truck-drivers-threaten-stop-work-

Melbourne-projects-crippling-fuel-costs.html 

 “If the Russian Federation stops gas supplies to Germany, then next winter the 

Germans will not have enough gas to heat their homes,” said the German Economy 

Minister. 

 Turkey: Food shortages have begun in NATO country of Turkey. Other countries will 

begin to experience shortages soon.   

 Whiplash347: We are moving away from Oil & Gas to precious metals, Tesla Free 

Energy and other technologies. There will be millions of new technologies for people to 

work with as companies shut down under weight of their own corruption. Take note of all 

the bombings and fires recently. What is really being hit? Vaccine and Medical Labs, Oil 

and Gas etc. All stuff that is going to be the past. No need for medical drugs when being 

given 6000 cures, med beds and other previously suppressed technologies. 

 Software Glitch Disrupts Spain's Rail Network - Passengers across capital urged to 

seek alternative transport. 

 Globalists are proposing new locks, but this is not related to Covid-19. "The globalist 

International Energy Agency (IEA) calls for blocking energy resources, as gas and oil 

prices are rising rapidly. Months after the devastating and deadly Covid-19 lockdowns, 

the IEA is calling for new lockdowns for the general public, such as banning cars on 

Sunday and allowing only certain vehicles with registered licenses to drive on the roads 

on certain days. https://noqreport.com/2022/03/19/top-global-agency-calls-for-

lockdowns-to-curb-oil-use/  https://www.iea.org/reports/a-10-point-plan-to-cut-oil-use 

https://t.me/worldawakeningdraft/474  

https://www.climatedepot.com/2022/03/18/international-energy-agency-report-urges-

energy-lockdowns-due-to-russian-war-banning-use-of-private-cars-on-sundays-reducing-

highway-speed-limits-more-working-from-home-cutting-business-air-

t/?mc_cid=64070fc158 

 Ford says European production hit by chip shortage, Ukraine conflict: 

http://www.reuters.com/article/ford-motor-europe-plants-

idUSKCN2LI1MX?utm_source=34553&utm_medium=partner 

H. Covid/Vax Hoax: 

http://www.reuters.com/article/egypt-currency-idUSKCN2LI0KW?utm_source=34553&utm_medium=partner
http://www.reuters.com/article/egypt-currency-idUSKCN2LI0KW?utm_source=34553&utm_medium=partner
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10633551/Truck-drivers-threaten-stop-work-Melbourne-projects-crippling-fuel-costs.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10633551/Truck-drivers-threaten-stop-work-Melbourne-projects-crippling-fuel-costs.html
https://noqreport.com/2022/03/19/top-global-agency-calls-for-lockdowns-to-curb-oil-use/
https://noqreport.com/2022/03/19/top-global-agency-calls-for-lockdowns-to-curb-oil-use/
https://www.iea.org/reports/a-10-point-plan-to-cut-oil-use
https://t.me/worldawakeningdraft/474
https://www.climatedepot.com/2022/03/18/international-energy-agency-report-urges-energy-lockdowns-due-to-russian-war-banning-use-of-private-cars-on-sundays-reducing-highway-speed-limits-more-working-from-home-cutting-business-air-t/?mc_cid=64070fc158
https://www.climatedepot.com/2022/03/18/international-energy-agency-report-urges-energy-lockdowns-due-to-russian-war-banning-use-of-private-cars-on-sundays-reducing-highway-speed-limits-more-working-from-home-cutting-business-air-t/?mc_cid=64070fc158
https://www.climatedepot.com/2022/03/18/international-energy-agency-report-urges-energy-lockdowns-due-to-russian-war-banning-use-of-private-cars-on-sundays-reducing-highway-speed-limits-more-working-from-home-cutting-business-air-t/?mc_cid=64070fc158
https://www.climatedepot.com/2022/03/18/international-energy-agency-report-urges-energy-lockdowns-due-to-russian-war-banning-use-of-private-cars-on-sundays-reducing-highway-speed-limits-more-working-from-home-cutting-business-air-t/?mc_cid=64070fc158
http://www.reuters.com/article/ford-motor-europe-plants-idUSKCN2LI1MX?utm_source=34553&utm_medium=partner
http://www.reuters.com/article/ford-motor-europe-plants-idUSKCN2LI1MX?utm_source=34553&utm_medium=partner


 Triple-vaxxed Aussie firefighter forced to stand down over mandate: 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10634333/Triple-vaxxed-volunteer-firefighter-

speaks-against-RFS-vaccine-mandate.html 

I. Ukraine: 

 Ukraine War: Russia's deadline passes with Ukraine refusing to lay down arms and 

surrender Mariupol | World News | Sky News https://news.sky.com/story/ukraine-war-

russias-deadline-passes-with-ukraine-refusing-to-surrender-mariupol-12571816 

 The Russian large landing ship "Orsk," accompanied by the naval forces of the 

Black Sea Fleet, entered and unloaded military equipment in the port of Berdyansk. 

Ukrainian troops that were based in Berdyansk - thousands and thousands of soldiers and 

sailors - surrendered the port without a fight, leaving the entire infrastructure of the port 

intact. 

 The Russian Army destroyed a mall in Kiev which was being used as a ammo depot. 

 CNN journalists printed a picture of a Serbian resort Zvonachka-Banya that was 

destroyed and awaiting reconstruction, depicting it as the Ukrainian Mir Hotel, 

saying it was ruthlessly bombed by the Russian Armed Forces. By the way, the Serbian 

resort was looking for an investor. Send CNN a thank you for the free ad. 

 Redpillbabe: Yeah If you got one of those “I stand with Ukraine” friends, I would 100% 

stop what you‟re doing and work your way through this thread. Torture, abuse and 

humiliation of average Ukrainian citizens including children by their own military – the  

crime “Russian sympathizers.” 

https://mobile.twitter.com/Youblacksoul/status/1505309631542931459 

 Shrink wrapping and torturing starving women and children around trees in 

Ukraine. This is happening frequently in Ukraine to those speaking against the Ukrainian 

Nazi Government. 

 Ukrainian pregnant woman and model who was reported to have died from a Russian 

Airstrike on a hospital was still alive and part of a new Ukraine propaganda video. 

 Lara Logan Explains What Putin Means by the 'Denazification' of Ukraine: 

https://rumble.com/vxwc6z-lara-logan-torches-the-ukraine-narrative-.html 

https://rumble.com/vxwb23-lara-logan-explains-what-putin-means-by-the-denazification-

of-ukraine.html 

 Mon. 21 March The Death of the Old Guard is nigh: https://rumble.com/vy1lwp-

3.21.22-the-death-of-the-old-guard-is-nigh-this-awakening-is-powerful-pray.html 

J. Mon. 21 March Fleming:  

 Gold and Silver have and always have had merit, but to buy gold and silver today isn‟t 

wise given the new USN.  

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10634333/Triple-vaxxed-volunteer-firefighter-speaks-against-RFS-vaccine-mandate.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10634333/Triple-vaxxed-volunteer-firefighter-speaks-against-RFS-vaccine-mandate.html
https://news.sky.com/story/ukraine-war-russias-deadline-passes-with-ukraine-refusing-to-surrender-mariupol-12571816
https://news.sky.com/story/ukraine-war-russias-deadline-passes-with-ukraine-refusing-to-surrender-mariupol-12571816
https://mobile.twitter.com/Youblacksoul/status/1505309631542931459
https://rumble.com/vxwc6z-lara-logan-torches-the-ukraine-narrative-.html
https://rumble.com/vxwb23-lara-logan-explains-what-putin-means-by-the-denazification-of-ukraine.html
https://rumble.com/vxwb23-lara-logan-explains-what-putin-means-by-the-denazification-of-ukraine.html
https://rumble.com/vy1lwp-3.21.22-the-death-of-the-old-guard-is-nigh-this-awakening-is-powerful-pray.html
https://rumble.com/vy1lwp-3.21.22-the-death-of-the-old-guard-is-nigh-this-awakening-is-powerful-pray.html


 The cost of this Gold and Silver is represented on the various exchanges by the fiat 

USD and not the USN.  

 Once the USN is announced the value of Gold and Silver will drop to pre-1971 

prices. This is not because the value has changed. It‟s because the inflated USD has 

changed and now represents its original value.  

 The price of Gold will revert back to its value in 1971 and the US Treasury Note will 

follow. This could be as much as 50% difference in cost today vs. tomorrow, once the 

USN is announced.  

 Under NESARA / GESARA, all assets will adjust in value around the world. 

 Every evil Nazi-Gestapo-bad-actor involved in crimes against humanity, has now 

had sanctions placed on every account and every asset they own. The Biden, Clinton, 

Obama cartels, all bank and trust accounts are frozen by sanctions and investigations 

underway (by Putin).  

 Soros and all of the Deep State/DNC corrupt U.S. government machine that built its 

base of operations in Ukraine is now locked down and under investigation by legitimate 

agencies searching for crimes committed against the People – treasonous actions.  

 With the Quantum System, the bad actors/bad acts has already been found…, and now 

we‟re ready to see the heads roll. 

https://creativedestructionmedia.com/investigations/2020/08/02/report-obama-

weaponized-the-federal-government-against-american-people-and-it-all-started-in-

ukraine-this-answers-all-those-nagging-questions/ 

 NESARA / GESARA is the elimination of all debt. It is an end to corrupt practices, 

payola, PACs, all laws that serve the few, all corrected. It is an end to double-speak, 

confusing judges and lawyers, in essence supporting only the few.  

 Resulting arrests, claw-back and redistribution of stolen monies to the People, will 

shock the world.   

 The demonstration of the Law of the Land will immediately commence 

simultaneously with the declaration of the New United States Notes, presently held in 

many of these “sanctioned” accounts. 

 NESARA / GESARA is the Redemption and Restoration of our Sovereign good 

standing according to the Law and protected by the Constitution. 

 While the Ukrainian people are used as cannon fodder by NATO & the collapsing 

Kiev Regime, top Ukrainian politicians have fled the country to their pre-prepared 

foreign "stash" funds courtesy of the Deep State. 

K. Goldilocks: New World Reserve Cryptocurrency Incoming! - Powered By Ripple 

XRP  https://youtu.be/tmcdsH-p_yI  

 Today, Russia opens up their market inside a gold backed economy. Tomorrow, 

Sberbank in Moscow, opens their services to Russia with their new Crypto Ruble.  

https://creativedestructionmedia.com/investigations/2020/08/02/report-obama-weaponized-the-federal-government-against-american-people-and-it-all-started-in-ukraine-this-answers-all-those-nagging-questions/
https://creativedestructionmedia.com/investigations/2020/08/02/report-obama-weaponized-the-federal-government-against-american-people-and-it-all-started-in-ukraine-this-answers-all-those-nagging-questions/
https://creativedestructionmedia.com/investigations/2020/08/02/report-obama-weaponized-the-federal-government-against-american-people-and-it-all-started-in-ukraine-this-answers-all-those-nagging-questions/
https://youtu.be/tmcdsH-p_yI


 This will be the first of many countries to disconnect from the Swift system and enter 

into a digital gold backed economic system.   

 Preferences are already being made toward gold backed stable coins to trade between 

countries' banking systems. This is the first country to completely implement the new 

digital asset backed financial system.  

 When other countries begin to witness the advantages of giving their people and 

government more purchasing power, others will begin to follow the same path. In fact, it 

is already beginning inside the digital asset backed system.  

 Payment preferences for the Petro Yuan has just recently replaced the Petro Dollar 

in Saudi Arabia for their oil. And, China is already well advanced in the digital world. It 

is no secret at this point that China and Russia are moving into a gold backed digital 

banking system that will transform the Eastern and European countries of our world.  

 Look for even more countries to back their new crypto stable coins with gold. Watch 

for stellar and ripple to lead the way in the unification of a digital global economy.  

 This does not mean that their economies are going to take over the rest of the world. 

They are just simply the first ones to step into a digital economy moving from a visionary 

phase and into an international phase.  

 History is being written today and carved into the psyche of every living human being 

on Earth. Our global economy is taking a new path led by a European country and an 

Asian country.  

 Shifts in a global consciousness such as these have the capacity to transform an 

entire world. XLM and XRP will play an important role in bringing the world together 

when the dust falls.   

 Why is ripple so valuable? XRP gets its value from many factors. Here is the main 

one. Ripple has the ability to work with any institution, and it has the ability to quickly 

and cost-effectively be exchanged for any currency or asset around the world.   

 A new world reserve currency is underway and anyone can log onto their computer 

and transact this new form of currency with the touch of a button.   

 The destiny of the human race has now returned to the people, and we will collectively 

be able to participate in changing the world from the ground up.  

 There is no stopping what has just begun today.  Goldilocks  

L. Whiplash347 on Med Beds, CIA and other NWO Intelligence removal, Rods of God: 

 Remember POTUS saying all hospital equipment will be obsolete by the end of the 

year? No more Chemo, Radiation etc. Hospitals & Schools will be ripped apart. No need 

for medical research when you have 6000 cures including Med Beds, UV Light Therapies 

etc. handed to you from Tesla. 

 This is why all private intelligence companies are being removed from existence. Ie 

Mossad/CIA & 5Eyes. Only intelligence staying is military. 



 This is why we are moving away from Oil, Gas & Fuel to Tesla Wireless Technology. 

 This is going to be dramatic, like the bombing of Nuclear Reactors (already done, 

except for 3GD), 

 Rods of God cause earthquakes. The Rods of God are undetectable Tesla Tungsten 

Kinetic Weapons from the sky designed for blowing tunnels & Nuke Reactors – hitting 

with the force of a Nuclear Weapon without the fallout. 

M. Whiplash347 on GESARA: 

 Gesara = 1000 yrs of peace, no more wars. This is why the tunnels are being bombed too 

apart from rescuing children.  

 This is why all private intelligence companies are being removed from existence. Ie 

Mossad/CIA & 5Eyes. Only intelligence staying is military.  RE-READ the FIVEEYES 

Drops. 

 This is why we are moving away from Oil, Gas & Fuel to Tesla Wireless Technology. 

 This is going to be dramatic. No more George of the Jungle styles, Tesla Wireless 

Technology. 

N. Whiplash347 on Obamagate: 

 Obama Weaponized The Federal Government Against American People, And It All 

Started In Ukraine. 

 This Answers All Those Nagging Questions. We‟ve all had lingering questions about 

what has gone on in America over the last several years.Who is behind all this? Who is 

driving us to civil war? What do these people want? How did the legacy media become 

co-opted? Why the precipitous slide in U.S. race relations? How did the U.S. government 

become infected with corruption during Obama‟s watch? Why the big focus on Ukraine 

of all places? Why won‟t anyone do anything about the destruction of America? 

 This research comes from Ukraine: The CD Media has spent the last decade building 

up a network of contacts in-country, contacts who are tired of their nation being 

controlled by George Soros and the corrupt American Deep State apparatus. We know 

who the players are in Kyiv and Donbass. CD Media has been very active in digging out 

and making public the Biden crime family/DNC/State Department corruption in Kyiv. 

You can read all our investigative work here. But why Ukraine? Ukraine is a famously 

corrupt country, corruption born of past Soviet rule. It is ironic that former communist-

fighters like George Soros want to bring this scourge to the United States. Soros was 

familiar with Ukraine, from his experience in Eastern Europe. Ukraine was the 21st 

century wild, wild, West. What went on in Ukraine, stayed in Ukraine. Nothing was off 

the table. So the Deep State/DNC/Soros corrupt U.S. government machine built its base 

of operations there. In a few words, they developed a center of highly organized crime. 

https://creativedestructionmedia.com/investigations/2020/08/02/report-obama-
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weaponized-the-federal-government-against-american-people-and-it-all-started-in-

ukraine-this-answers-all-those-nagging-questions/ 

O. ObamaGate: Whistleblower General Flynn exposes the $50 B Gulen Terrorist Network: 

 Flynn discovered that the Obama administration was creating funding and arming of 

Jihadist who later waved the flag of ISIS.  

 These jihadist actions were taking place in Turkey and Jordan. Obama with the help of 

the help of CIA, NATO and his jihadist cronies, were seeking to top Assad in Syria. 

 Flynn can fry Mueller and 4 treasonous Presidents and take down the NWO agenda 

within America and at least the last 4 administrations. 

 The Russia hoax is nothing more than to target Flynn, push him out of the Obama 

administration and to surpress the Gulen terrorist Network to be exposed. 

 These treasonous administrations created funding of ISIS for a coup in Turkey and 

growing the largest sleeper cell of terrorists in history. 

 Bombshell: It was Bill Clinton who brought Gulen and his terrorist network to the United 

States. In 1998 Bill rolled out the red carpet and had him flown here in a private CIA 

plane. He knew full well that Gulen was wanted in Turkey and other nations for terrorist 

activities. Gulen owned over 200 charter schools, funded by the US and paid for with tax 

money. 

 The US/Jihadist morphed into thr Arab spring, destabilized the middle east and created 

the orchestrated migration crises. 

 Hillary took part in the launching of the Arab spring as secretary of state under the 

Obama administration. 

 Flynn blew the whistle on the involvement in the Gulen terrorist Network of the Oboma 

administration and by default of HW Bush, G Bush, Clinton, the state department, FBI, 

CIA and the DOG. 

P. White Hats on Inside the Storm: 

 Soros is breaking the Chinese banking system and Rockefeller controlled banks are 

pulling money. 

 Inside sources say BITCOIN will RISE before the [CRASH] then bust. The ripple 

effect will be felt from country to country as China Stocks and companies reach into all 

nations. 

 THE GREAT RESET agenda of UN WEF WHO WORLD BANKS GPMB OBAMA 

BUSH CURRENT ELITES has always been to break [CRASH] THE MARKETS. Bring 

in global currency and digital tracking/ human tracing. 

 THE CRASH IS IMMINENT AND TAKEN PLACE .. Effects of food shortage.. 

INFLATION.. RISING GAS PRICES is evident and happing and GROWING. 

https://creativedestructionmedia.com/investigations/2020/08/02/report-obama-weaponized-the-federal-government-against-american-people-and-it-all-started-in-ukraine-this-answers-all-those-nagging-questions/
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 When the CRASH happens Banks will not move money. Transactions will freeze and 

electric companies cannot pay for natural resources such as coal. Delivery companies will 

be at a standstill. This leads to closed markets, stores closing and hunger. 

 MANY EVENTS are taking place. 

 Bidens WAR on Americans will affect the MARKETS. Half of Americans are 

rejecting BIDEN'S MANDATES. Threatening to quit their jobs. Police. Doctors. Nurses. 

MILITARY. Blue collar citizens. That's over 85,000,000.000. Million of citizens who are 

rising against BIDENS { DICTATORSHIPS} WAR. 

 This amount of Americans can CRASH the market. [DS] Biden. OBAMA VATICAN 

(world bank] will make TRILLIONS on pulling money from Retirement/Insurance/ and 

Benefits (most average Americans are owed 50 to 65 thousand in retirement. 

 Joe Biden declaration of WAR on Americans is to break the economy, crash and 

divide and then bring in the New World Order fiat digital currency. 

 The Delta deaths COVID-19 Plandemic is distractions and also for killing humans in 

the eugenics program of Rockefeller's plan UN Agenda. 

Q. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two 

multiple personalities,” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. 

Colin Ross – Robert David Steele 

Jenny Hill’s witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice - 

YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4  Judy Note: YouTube has fixed 

these links so they don‟t work. I suggest you goggle to connect to the link, or better yet use 

DuckDuckGo. 

 

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, 

tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed 

herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic 

Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan appeared to be organized from the US Inc‟s 

CIA, Queen Elizabeth‟s, Illuminati Banking families‟ and Vatican‟s Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice 

Cult on down to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded 

by this same Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the 

process of being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored 

Republics of the world. It‟s no wonder that President Trump has stated, “These people are sick.” 

R. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood:  

Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the 

request of brave SRA Survivor-victims, who were witnesses to pedophile, torture and murder 

crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists implanted in 

law offices, local police, county sheriff‟s offices and all the way up to the Attorney General 

https://robertdavidsteele.com/dr-colin-ross/
https://robertdavidsteele.com/dr-colin-ross/
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Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally organized 

Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican.  

There‟s certainly no help from US or other nation‟s government agencies, including the FBI or 

CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual 

abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations.  

To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or 

international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why 

local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily get away with the torture and murder of  

thousands of children on a regular basis. 

S. The following have been set up to report Crimes Against Children and incidents of 

human trafficking, although I cannot verify as to the influence of Satanists within the 

organizations:  

https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signs-

of-human-trafficking 

FBI Memphis (available 24 hours a day) (901) 747-4300  

Submit an anonymous tip tips.fbi.gov. 

National Human Trafficking Resources Center Hotline 1-(888)-373-7888. 

U.S. Immigration/ Customs Enforcement (ICE): https://www.ice.gov/webform/hsi-tip-form 

Federal Human Trafficking Website: https://www.state.gov/humantrafficking/ 

Called to Rescue 855-646-5484 http://www.calledtorescue.org/ 

Tim Ballard at Operation Underground Railroad: https://ourrescue.org/   

Saving Innocence: https://savinginnocence.org 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT4tmI8YxCU&feature=emb_rel_end 

US: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline 1-800-422-4453 

USNCMEC Urgent victim help 24-Hour Hotline:  1-800-843-5678     

Contact Interpol:  https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL 

https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help 

Europol Tipline Tel.:  +31 70 302 5000 https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime 

EU Hotlines: https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/national-

hotlines_en 
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Global: Human Trafficking Hotline Numbers: 

https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers 

Human Trafficking Help and Resources: https://trafficking.help/us/ 

UK: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline BBC Action Line 

T. The Global Currency Reset and NESARA/GESARA were all about the Children 

It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and 

traumatized children who in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite 

Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.  

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to 

pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking 

Ring run by these global elites.  

Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who were right now being rescued from 

Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right 

next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives 

to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 

mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs 

U. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and 

articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing 

truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was 

rampant in our international society. 

The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do 

their own research and decide whether or not it was valid. 

I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several 

Dinar Websites. It is my understanding that by linking into the Safe Link Website it will generate 

a Non Disclosure Agreement to sign in order to obtain redemption/ exchange appointments. 

After signing that Non Disclosure I will be unable to email, post or talk to anyone about the 

exchange process for 90 days, so I will be going silent and taking those 90 days to get my 

humanitarian project organized and going. 

This is not a goodbye. I expect to be working with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you 

how much I have enjoyed getting to know you. You will remain in my heart forever. 

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; 

to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady 

who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the 

https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers
https://trafficking.help/us/
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underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel 

on pedophilia to help us Save the Children. 

Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts 

and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all. 

Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the 

power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy 

Updates for the Week Prior: 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of March 21, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of March 20, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of March 20, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of March 19, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of March 19, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of March 18, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of March 18, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of March 17, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of March 17, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of March 16, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of March 16, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of March 15, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of March 15, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of March 14, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of March 14, 2022 
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